
Galaxy Book4 360
Flex your creativity at work with a device that transforms to help you 
take on any task in your workday. The Galaxy Book4 360 can turn 
from a laptop to a tablet in seconds, thanks to its rotating hinge. This 
is a device purpose built for the hybrid worker, giving you the agility 
and responsiveness to adapt tochanging situations.

Transform your view of work 
 Immerse yourself in a stunning touchscreen that 
adapts to your work needs on the fly.
Whether you’re reading reports or sketching out your 
big ideas, the Galaxy Book4 360’s 15.6” hinged display 
is a marvel. Not only does it produce an amazing 
picture, you’ll be able to transform it from laptop 
mode to tablet mode in an instant. You can go from
tapping away on a report to pinching, zooming and 
swiping through imagery or video just like that.

The best of every world 

Transform your device on the fly to keep up 
with your demanding schedule.
Take on every opportunity and come out on top, 
with a 2 in 1 device designed to work around you. 
Your Galaxy Book4 360 features a seamless, fluid 
360 degree hinge, allowing you to use your device 
as either a laptop or a tablet.

Simplify your workday 

There’s no task too big for your AI assistant
and it’s just one click away.
Get a helping hand for whatever you’re working on. 
Want a few ideas for that image you’re working on in 
tablet mode? Or a list of summarised insight for that 
report you’re typing up? Just call up Microsoft Copilot 
your new AI assistant.

Power to match your creativity 

Stay flexible by leaving the charger at home.
Power through your creative workflows, in tablet 
or laptop mode, without having to worry about 
charging. Thanks to its long lasting battery, you 
can work straight through office hours and 
beyond.
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